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different payment schedule at our dis-
cretion. 

§ 1254.106 What are NARA’s equipment 
standards? 

(a) Because we have limited space in 
many NARA facilities, microfilm/fiche 
equipment should be operable from a 
table top unless we have given written 
permission to use free standing/floor 
model cameras. You may only use 
planetary type camera equipment. You 
may not use automatic rotary cameras 
and other equipment with automatic 
feed devices. We may approve your use 
of book cradles or other specialized 
equipment designed for use with bound 
volumes, oversized documents, or other 
formats, as well as other camera types 
not specified here, on a case-by-case 
basis. 

(b) The power consumption of the 
equipment normally must not exceed 
1.2 kilowatts. Power normally avail-
able is 115 volts, 60 hz. You must make 
requests for electricity exceeding that 
normally available at least 90 days in 
advance. 

(c) You may not use equipment hav-
ing clamps or other devices to exert 
pressure upon or to attach the docu-
ment to any surface in a way that 
might damage the document. 

(d) The equipment must not use a 
heat generating light source in close 
enough proximity to the documents to 
result in their physical distortion or 
degradation. All sources of ultraviolet 
light must be filtered. 

§ 1254.108 What are NARA’s require-
ments for the microfilming process? 

(a) Your equipment must conform to 
the equipment standards in § 1254.106. 

(b) You must handle documents ac-
cording to the training and instruc-
tions provided by our staff so that doc-
uments are not damaged during copy-
ing and so that their original order is 
maintained. Only persons who have at-
tended NARA training will be per-
mitted to handle the documents or su-
pervise microfilming operations. We 
charge you fees for training services 
and these fees will be based on direct 
salary costs (including benefits) and 
any related supply costs. We specify 
these fees in the written agreement we 

require for project approval in 
§ 1254.102(h). 

(c) You may microfilm documents 
from only one file unit at a time. After 
you complete microfilming, you must 
return documents you removed from 
files for microfilming to their original 
position in the file container, refasten 
any fasteners you removed to facilitate 
copying, and remove any tabs you 
placed on the documents to identify 
items to copy. We will provide fas-
teners for replacement as necessary. 

(d) You may not leave documents un-
attended on the copying equipment or 
elsewhere. 

(e) Under normal microfilming condi-
tions, actual copying time per sheet 
must not exceed 30 seconds. 

(f) You must turn off any lights used 
with the camera when the camera is 
not in actual operation. 

(g) You may operate microfilm equip-
ment only in the presence of the re-
search room attendant or a designated 
NARA employee. If NARA places 
microfilm projects in a common re-
search area with other researchers, the 
project will not be required to pay for 
monitoring that is ordinarily provided. 
If the microfilm project is performed in 
a research room set aside for copying 
and filming, we charge the project fees 
for these monitoring services and these 
fees will be based on direct salary costs 
(including benefits). When more than 
one project share the same space, mon-
itoring costs will be divided equally 
among the projects. We specify the 
monitoring service fees in the written 
agreement required for project ap-
proval in § 1254.102(h). 

(h) The equipment normally should 
be in use each working day that it is in 
a NARA facility. The director of the 
NARA facility (as defined in § 1252.2 of 
this chapter) decides when you must 
remove equipment because of lack of 
regular use. You must promptly re-
move equipment upon request of the fa-
cility director. 

(i) We assume no responsibility for 
loss or damage to microfilm equipment 
or supplies you leave unattended. 

(j) We inspect the microform output 
at scheduled intervals during the 
project to verify that the processed 
film meets the microfilm preparation 
and filming standards required by part 
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1230 of this chapter. To enable us to 
properly inspect the film, we must re-
ceive the film within 5 days after it has 
been processed. You must provide 
NARA with a silver halide duplicate 
negative of the filmed records (see 
§ 1254.100(g)) according to the schedule 
shown in paragraph (k). If the proc-
essed film does not meet the standards, 
we may require that you refilm the 
records. 

(k) When you film 10,000 or fewer im-
ages, you must provide NARA with a 
silver halide duplicate negative upon 
completion of the project. When the 
project involves more than 10,000 im-
ages, you must provide a silver halide 
duplicate negative of the first com-
pleted roll or segment of the project re-
producing this image count to NARA 
for evaluation. You also must provide 
subsequent completed segments of the 
project, in quantities approximating 
100,000 or fewer images, to NARA with-
in 30 days after filming unless we ap-
prove other arrangements. 

(l) If the microfilming process is 
causing visible damage to the docu-
ments, such as flaking, ripping, separa-
tion, fading, or other damage, filming 
must stop immediately and until the 
problems can be addressed. 

§ 1254.110 Does NARA ever rescind 
permission to microfilm? 

We may, at any time, rescind permis-
sion to microfilm records if: 

(a) You fail to comply with the 
microfilming procedures in § 1254.108; 

(b) Inspection of the processed micro-
film reveals persistent problems with 
the quality of the filming or proc-
essing; 

(c) You fail to proceed with the 
microfilming or project as indicated in 
the request, or 

(d) The microfilming project has an 
unanticipated adverse effect on the 
condition of the documents or the 
space set aside in the NARA facility for 
microfilming. 

(e) You fail to pay NARA fees in the 
agreed to amount or on the agreed to 
payment schedule. 

PART 1256—ACCESS TO RECORDS 
AND DONATED HISTORICAL MA-
TERIALS 

Subpart A—General Information 

Sec. 
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stored in Federal Records Centers? 
1256.6 How do I obtain access to records of 
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1256.8 How do I obtain access to Presi-

dential records? 
1256.10 How do I obtain access to Nixon 
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Records 

1256.20 May I obtain access to Federal ar-
chival records? 

1256.22 How do I request access to restricted 
information in Federal archival records? 
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records be denied? 

1256.26 When can I appeal decisions about 
access to Federal archival records? 
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access to records containing privacy-re-
stricted information? 
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Materials 

1256.30 How do I obtain access to donated 
historical materials? 

1256.32 How do I request access to restricted 
information in donated historical mate-
rials? 
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